
Welcome to Red Dot News, Itema’s Customer Newsletter dedicated to valuable, unique and highly 
appreciated Customers and Partners all over the world – that means you.

We are thrilled to re-launch our Customer Newsletter. Following in the footsteps of the well-known and 
much-loved historic publications, such as the “Weavers Digest” of Sulzer, the “Primo Piano” of Somet 
and the “Vamatex World” of the eponymous Italian company, we are fully aware of the strong legacy 
we have to carry forward. In fact, after the successful merger of Somet, Sulzer and Vamatex – into what 
is now the largest privately held supplier of best-in-class weaving machines, Itema proudly accepts the 
challenge and eagerly looks forward to building on this time-honoured tradition and re-establishing a 
direct and meaningful connection with you.

Red Dot News will bring to your doorstep on a quarterly basis our news about the Company, Technology, 
Customer success stories and much more.
Stay tuned, happy reading and drop us a line at sayittoitema@itemagroup.com to tell us what you think.
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EDITORIAL

Message of the CEO
It has been already five years since I joined the Company. I wanted to share with you the sense of 
achievement I feel when I look back at how the Company has changed over these years.

The milestones are too many to mention, but center stage are our new product launches, market share 
gains across all the three weft insertion technologies (N.B. Itema is the only brand that offers the top three 
technologies for weft insertion: rapier, airjet and projectile), and the far-reaching Company turnaround.

We have completely re-designed our production by implementing Lean Manufacturing across all our 
sites. We have invested non-stop in innovation and automation. Our innovation hub, the ItemaLab, 
was awarded the 2016 Italian Mechatronics Award for the advanced research efforts and the progress 
towards the “loom of the future” project. We streamlined our product portfolio, every year launching new 
weaving machines as a result of more innovations and less time-to-market. In fact, our new “entries” 
have consistently made history with overwhelming market acceptance and high rates of repeat orders.

The whirlwind growing acceptance of our technology is proof that innovation, coupled with strong know-
how, does pay back. We remain focused not only on meeting and exceeding weavers’ needs, but on 
going beyond, anticipating future market requirements. With our shareholders’ full-fledged support, we 
continue to concentrate our extensive twin-R&D department efforts on offering better, smarter, faster 
solutions, increased performances, reduced consumption and enhanced user-friendliness.

And this year especially, as we celebrate the important landmark of the 50th anniversary of our first 
rapier loom, we aim even higher, to be closer than ever to you, celebrating our past and building together 
our future.

Carlo Rogora, Itema Group CEO



TECHNOLOGY CORNER

THE ITEMA R9500DENIM SETS A NEW BENCHMARK IN DENIM 
WEAVING, THANKS TO THE INNOVATIVE CONCEPT OF A FINE-
TUNED WEAVING MACHINE PACKED FULL WITH ALL THE 
TECHNICAL AND TEXTILE PARAMETERS SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO 
EXCEL IN THIS APPLICATION
Leveraging its consolidated know-how in weaving and strong expertise in denim, Itema investigated 
the weaving requirements of the denim mills and collected its Customers’ priceless hints. The result of 
this strategic alliance is a brand-new evolution of the R9500 – the most successful rapier loom in 
recent history – exclusively dedicated to denim weavers: the R9500denim.

Denim is experiencing a continuous evolution. At first used to produce workwear, denim has now 
become the undeniable heart of the most prestigious fashion brands’ collections. That’s why, in the 
complex world of weaving, premium denim remains one of the most demanding and challenging 
fabrics to produce, requiring breakthrough textile technology in order to fulfill the requests of today’s 
fast changing market.

Itema won the challenge of the modern production system, by applying the latest and most effective lean 
manufacturing and process improvements to guarantee the highest quality standards and fastest 
time-to-market in all its manufacturing sites.

Thanks to the world-class manufacturing sites in Italy and in China, Itema is close to Customers 
providing faster deliveries, greater cost savings and the highest quality weaving machines.

Our latest generation R9500denim weaving machine is produced with the same top level, maximum 
reliability and excellence criteria in all the production sites.

RAPIER



When developing R9500denim, the Itema engineers and textile experts focused on 5 main areas 
to design a machine built to fulfill and exceed the demanding requirements of today denim 
weavers, which are:

• PERFORMANCE

Rapier weft insertion system – compared to other technologies – guarantees an higher versatility of 
yarns and patterns when it comes to weave sophisticated indigo fabrics, such as fancy, super-stretch, 
knit effect denim, leading to a growing presence of rapier weaving machines in worldwide denim 
producing mills. With R9500denim, the weaver can now couple superior versatility with unparalleled 
machine performances, without sacrificing productivity, thanks to the implementation on the machine of 
the avant-garde main motor with oil cooling and superior performance accessories.

• RELIABILITY

Those who walked at least once into a denim weaving plant knows how dusty weaving cotton can be. 
R9500denim components are designed and optimized to operate in the most demanding weaving 
conditions around the globe.
Maintenance costs are reduced by the latest mechanical and technical developments.
Moreover, R9500denim has the Itema QRP seal, which means – unique in the industry – 2 years 
warranty on Itema mechanical and electronic parts.

• FABRIC QUALITY

The fact that it was born as a fabric for work clothes, does not mean it is an unassuming and easy 
fabric to produce, indeed. Today denim represents one of the most demanding fabrics to produce, with 
fashion brands and sourcing agencies looking only for premium quality materials for their collections. 
With R9500denim, start marks and weft stops are now a thing of the past.
The unique Itema shed geometry, widely recognized as the best in the industry, guarantees excellent 
fabric quality, in terms of superior hand-feel, denim twill weave and uniform appearance. Compact and 
smooth denim surface and a darker color effect are undeniable characteristics of the denim woven with 
the Itema R9500denim.

• EASE OF USE

A weaving machine is a tool in weaver’s hands. Fine-tuning of all the textile parameters is the key to get 
the most out of it. The R9500denim is pre-set with all the specialized mechanical settings prepared 
to weave denim, simplifying everyday operations by saving operators time and improving fabric quality.

• VERSATILITY

R9500denim can weave the widest range of denim fabrics – from super stretch to heavy weight 
denim and passing through knit effect denim – thanks to the Itema rapier SK weft transfer system, 
which ensures maximum versatility. The capability to weave every kind of yarn ensures to the weaver to 
accomplish every fashion trend in the wide denim world.
Discover more on the Itema weaving machines tailored to weave denim here:
http://www.howdoyoudenim.com/

http://www.howdoyoudenim.com/
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EVENTS

Calendar of 2017 Itema trade shows/events:
Mark your calendars with the dates and locations of where Itema is waiting to meet you next from a list 
of specialized trade fairs and more customized events:

Apr 19-21 IndoInterTex, Jakarta, Indonesia
Apr 26-29 IGATEX, Karachi Pakistan; Hall 2 – C211
May 9 Seminar ABTT, Brusque, Brazil (by invitation only)
May 9-12 TechTextil, Frankfurt, Germany; Hall 3.0 – D05
May 30 Seminar ABTT, Belo Horizonte, Brazil (by invitation only)
Sep 13-15 CAITME, Tashkent, Uzbekistan
Sep 26-29 IFAI, New Orleans, LA, USA

Review of 2017 Events To Date:
Since the start of 2017, Itema has staged a number of events so far, including repeat Itema Innovation 
Roadshows in Bursa, Turkey and in Guangdong, China. More on this to follow in the future edition of 
the Red Dot News.

Jan 24-26 COLOMBIATEX, Medellin, Colombia
Feb 23-26 DTG, Dhaka, Bangladesh (Itema_DTG_Dhaka_PressRelease)
Feb 23-26 EgyTex, Cairo, Egypt
Feb 23-Mar 1 ACITF, Addis Abeba, Ethiopia
Mar 8-9 Itema Innovation Roadshow, Bursa, Turkey
Mar 22-25 Itema Innovation Roadshow, Pingdi, China
Mar 22-25 EGE TMF, Denizli, Turkey (Itema_EGE+KTM_TurkeyExhibitions)
Apr 4 Seminar ABTT (Brazilian Association of Textile Technicians),  

Sao Paolo, Brazil (by invitation only)
Apr 5-8 SaigonTex, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Apr 6-8 KTM, Kahramanmaras, Turkey (Itema_EGE+KTM_TurkeyExhibitions)

Review of 2016 Big Events:
Following the success of ITMA, the year 2016 brought us ever closer to our Customers with the three 
big appointments of ITM in Istanbul in June, ITMA ASIA/CITME in Shanghai in October and ITME 
in Mumbai in December. Moreover, in 2016 Itema rolled out a series of open houses and technology 
seminars under the banner “Itema Innovation Roadshow” with appointments with Customers and 
stakeholders around the globe from Bursa in Turkey to Kolhapur in India and from Xiqiao in China to 
Dhaka in Bangladesh.

http://www.itemagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Itema_DTG_Dhaka_PressRelease.pdf
http://www.itemagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Itema_EGEKTM_TurkeyExhibitions.pdf
http://www.itemagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/Itema_EGEKTM_TurkeyExhibitions.pdf
http://www.itemagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/ItemaPressRelease_ITM.pdf
http://www.itemagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/ItemaPress-release_ITMA-ASIA-2016-1.pdf
http://www.itemagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/ItemaPress-release_India-ITME-2016.pdf
http://www.itemagroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/ItemaPress-release_India-ITME-2016.pdf


Itema at ITM in Istanbul Itema at ITMA ASIA in Shanghai 2016 Itema at ITME Mumbai

Review of 2015 Big Events:
Every four years, the textile machinery industry comes together in the unmissable ITMA days. The year 
2015 has seen the return of the ITMA show to Milan and it was a real success, overall and for us in Itema. 
In Milan, Itema Group showcased innovative weaving machines, the new MyItema spare parts portal 
and the latest developments in the real-time loom management system. With 13 looms at the trade fair 
grounds, of which 6 in the avant-garde Company stand and 7 in Partner stands, Itema was the most 
well represented brand and our looms – real stars of the show, demonstrating to technology buffs from 
all corners of the world the technical advantages and superiority of Itema-branded weaving machines.

Itema at ITMA 2015 in Milan

https://portal.itemagroup.com/


COMPANY INVESTMENT

Itema HQ training facilities now offer a modern 
and fully functional space called ItemaCampus
No matter how easy to use and intuitive the latest-generation 
equipment, training remains a key element when it comes to getting 
the most out of your looms. Although the near future points towards 
ever-more-self-adjusting, artificial-intelligence-powered Industry 4.0 
advanced weaving machinery, we still believe that the human factor 
remains as important as ever in ensuring the maximum performances 
from your weaving equipment.

This is why, Itema strongly encourages Customers to schedule 
dedicated and tailor-made training courses for key weaving 

personnel at our new ItemaCampus facilities, which opened doors in June 2015. Hands-on training for 
the key product groups, including Rapier R9500, Rapier R9500terry and Airjet A9500, to mention just 
a few, takes place here under the careful supervision of highly trained personnel, textile engineers and 
technologists from across the Itema Group.

The Customer feedback has been extremely positive, and our Product Care and Service team are already 
working hard at bringing ItemaCampus quality of courses for the benefit of every Itema Customer. More 
on this in upcoming editions.



WEAVING EXCELLENCE DIARIES

Meet here our Brand Ambassador Dr Gianluigi Candiani – Owner of 
Candiani Denim and discover more about an exclusive Italian success story.

CROSSING THE THRESHOLD OF CANDIANI DENIM, YOU INSTANTLY 
BREATHE THE TRADITION WHICH IS BEHIND THIS FAMOUS COMPANY. 
AND IF CANDIANI IS A WORLDWIDE RENOWNED DENIM PRODUCER, 
THIS CERTAINLY DID NOT COME BY CHANCE
For over seventy-five years Candiani supplies some of the world’s most exclusive fashion Brands with 
its prestigious, high-quality Denim fabrics.

The family owned Company was established in 1938 in Robecchetto, a small village situated in the 
green plains between Milan, Varese and Novara in North Italy. Since the beginning, Candiani family has 
given the footprint of a pioneering Company, in terms of human capital value, technological equipments 
and sustainable production.

Candiani Denim is renowned worldwide as a staple of quality and Itema is proud to play a part in the 
making of this premium Denim woven on our very own best-in-class weaving machine, the one-of-a-
kind: Projectile P7300HP.

WEAVING EXCELLENCE

Excellence is a matter of passion. It is what you get when you do things 
not only well, but better. With pride, we introduce to you a selection of 
10 among our Turkish Customers, producing a vast range of sophisticated 
and complex fabrics on Itema machines.
http://www.itemagroup.com/en/company/weaving-excellence-made-turkey-en/

http://www.itemagroup.com/en/company/weaving-excellence-made-turkey-en/
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